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eve of war, both sides stand firm
a last-minute proIO avert war in the
'ted States appeared
because it called

ing proposals.
Iraq's U.N. ambassador, Abdul
Amir al-Anbari, said French
Foreign Minister Roland Dumas
would go to Baghdad, presumably
to discuss the proposal. U.N. diplomats said the visit might occur
Tuesday.
Around the world, anti-war
protesters took to the streets, and
Israel called up more reservists
amid reports on state-owned radio
that Iraq might make a surprise first
strike on the Jewish state within
two days.
New York stocks fell sharply
before a late rally, bonds tumbled
while oil prices soared on world
markets.
Kuwaiti officials meanwhile

Economic impact would be
severe, area observers say
By JEFF MADSEN
Editor in chief

• Little optimism remains for a peaceful
solution. Page 7
urged the anti-Iraq alliance to stand
tough and said they were willing to
have their country leveled in order
to save it.
Sheik Ali Sabah, governor of
Kuwait's Al-Ahmadi province,
claimed Iraq was now holding
10,000 Kuwaitis as human shields.

Although World War II
spawned economic prosperity, a
war in the Persian Gulf might
spell economic disaster for the
United States, an Eastern economics professor said Monday.
While the nation prepares to
grapple with one of its most serious recessions in history and
with the Gulf region holding a
bulk of the world's oil reserve, a

• Campus political experts assess ramifications of war. Page 3
fighting war could push the
United States deeper into recession - to the point where a gallon
may cost $3.
"War like this is nothing but
damage to the economy," said
Allen Smith, an economics professor who also writes a national~ Continued on page 2

ar takes oath of"' office Bush sends letter

to campus presses

Editors note: This letter was
written hy President George Bush
and sent to 500 college and univer-stry puh!ications to p;'-ese/lf his view
of the Persian Gulf crisis and how
it relates to university students. It
appears here in condensed form.

THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor

and his wife Brenda make the rounds., shaking hands with a congratulatory crowd, before his
tion Monday afternoon at the Prairie Capital Con\'ention Center in Springfield.

ernor's first day to be spent in Charleston
CHAMBERS

Jim Edgar carved his spot in Illinois history
when he was sworn in as the state's 38th
, a post with a tough economic and social
inaugural address at the Prairie Capital
·on Center, the Republican governor said

the state needs tax. education and social program
reforms. He pledged to do his "utmost to be worthy
of a great trust" that he was elected to fulfill.
"I seek cooperation, not confrontation, with the
legislature," he said of Illinois' Democratically controlled General Assembly.
Illinois Supreme Court Chief Justice Ben Miller
administered the oath, marking only one of several
historic firsts for Illinois.
• Collfinued on page 2

If armed men invade a home in
this country, killed those in their
way, stole what they wanted and
then announced the house was
theirs - no one would hesitate about
what must be done.
And that is why we cannot hesitate about what must be done
halfway around the world: in
Kuwait.
There is much in the modern
world that is subject to doubts or
questions - washed in shades of
gray. But not the brutal aggression of
Saddam Hussein against a peaceful
sovereign nation and its people. It's
black and white. The facts are clear.
The choice ambiguous.
Right vs. wrong
The terror Saddam Hussein has
imposed upon Kuwait violates
every principle of human decency.
Listen to what Amnesty International has documented. "Widespread abuses of human rights have
been perpetrated by Iraqi forces ...
arbitrary arrest and detention without trial of thousands . . .
widespread torture ... imposition
of the death penalty and the extrajudicial execution of hundreds of
unarmed civilians. including chil-

President Bush
dren."
Including children. There's no
horror that could make this a more
obvious conflict of good vs. evil.
The man who used chemical warfare on his own people - once again
including children - now oversees
public hangings of dissenters. And
daily his troops commit atrocities
against Kuwaiti citizens.
This brutality has reverberated
throughout the entire world. If we
do not follow the dictates of our
inner moral compass and stand up
for human life, then his lawlessness
will threaten the peace and democracy of the emerging New World
Order we now see: this long
•Continued on page 2

rs will be going to Midway at least until court rules
ourt of Appeals ruling will be
County residents and business
to fly into Midway Airpo1t in
ing Tuesday when Direct Air
ice to Chicago from American
ied the request filed by the
Memorial Airport Authority
restraining order that would

have prevented American Eagle from abandoning the Coles County-O'Hare route.
Mike Covalt. the airport's authority director. said the appeal of the U.S. pepartment of
Transportation ·s ruling granting service to
Direct Air of Fort Wayne. Ind .. is still pending before the court.
"That's it for now. American Eagle leaves
Tuesday and Direct Air begins service."
Covalt said. "The court hasn't set a date to
hear our appeal."
American Eagle has provided service to

O'Hare International Airport for the past five
years. but requested permission to abandon
the Coles County route last summer due to a
declining passenger base and decreased profits.
Direct Air and Great Lakes Aviation of
Spencer. Iowa. bid on the route and the
USDOT awarded the route to Direct Air in
December.
Covalt said the failure of the USDOT to
award American Eagle 's O'Hare slots to
another airline was the main reason Direct

Air got the contract. The bid by Great Lakes
was contingent upon receiving the slot held
by American Eagle to land at O'Hare.
Air service to O'Hare is important to some
area residents because most business flights
to the Chicago area land at O'Hare.
Business representatives wishing to con
nect to Coles County would have to take a
shuttle flight to Midway, or use public transportation to the airport, if the awarding of
carrier service to Direct Air is upheld on
appeal. A hearing has not yet been set.
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FROM PAGE ONE
Economic impact
L1 From page 1
ly circulated newspaper column.
"There's no question that if this
country could ever afford not to go
to war, it's now."
If the Gulf crisis weren't serious
enough, domestic financial woes
such as the recession, the deficit,
and the savings and loan bailout
are equally serious, Smith said.
But as war efforts intensify in the
Gulf, Americans tend to think less
of the building domestic problems.
"War itself never brings prosperity. That's a fallacy," Smith
said.
He said World War II rescued
the nation from depression
because there was an increase in
the production of military supplies

and consequently, a decrease in
unemployment. But if a war with
Iraq is as short as defense experts
predict it to be, Smith said there
won't be enough time for a surge
in employment.
"It's quite possible there would
be an attempt (by Hussein) to
destroy the oil fields of Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait. It's also likely
the Americans might bomb some
of the Iraqi oil fields. The biggest
negative impact (economically) is
rising oil prices," Smith added.
"Higher prices for gasoline means
less spending for other things.
We're (United States) going into
this is if we had unlimited funds.
We could have tried sanctions for
a year. Those, I think, would have
worked."

THIRSTY'S
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET

YOUR

•Pizza
•Garlic Bread

TUESDAY

$4.29

NIGHT PLACE TO GO

•Spaghetti
•Salad Bar
plus tax

EVERY TUESDAY 5-9 P.M.

DRAFT NIGHT

Jerry's Pizza

SPECIAL

4th & Lincoln

345-2844

D.]. -REQUESTS

Bush sends
•Frompage 1
worked toward for so long.
A year after the joyous dawn of freedom's light in Eastern Europe, a
dark evil has descended in another part of the world. But we have the
chance - and we have the obligation - to stop ruthless aggression.
Each day that passes means another day for Iraq's forces to dig deeper
into their stolen land. Another day Hussein can work toward building his
nuclear arsenal and perfecting his chemical and biological weapons capability. Another day of atrocities for Amnesty International to document.
Another day of international outlaws, instead of international law.
I ask you to think about the economic devastation that Saddam Hussein
would continue to wreak on the world's emerging democracies if he were ·
in control of one-fifth of the world's oil reserves. And to reflect on the terrible threat that a Saddam Hussein armed with weapons of mass destruction already poses to human life and to the future of all nations.
Together, as an America united against these horrors, we can, with our
coalition partners, assure this aggression is stopped and the principles on
which this nation and the civilized world are found and preserved.
And so let us remember and support all our fine servicemen and
women, as they stand ready on the frontier of freedom, willing to do their
duty and do it well. They deserve our complete and enthusiastic support and lasting gratitude.

ALL·YOU·CAN·BAT PIZZ
5 PM TONIGHT
Delt Shelter
1707 9th St.
For Rides & Info Call:
348-8222 or 348-04 7 3

_E~gar takes
•Frompage 1
Edgar is the first downstate resident elected to the office in 62
years. something other downstate
political leaders are counting on for
their own economic benefits. The
election also marks a historic first
for Eastern, giving the university its
only graduate to reach the highest
state office.
In addition, Democratic Attorney
General Roland Burris became the
first Afro-American in Illinois history to hold that post. Comptroller
Dawn Clark Netsch became the
first Illinois woman to hold a state
executive post.
The inaugural ceremonies consisted of two days of events including a worship service, open house
at the Governor's Mansion and the
Inaugural Ball. Receptions and dinners were scheduled in between.

The Inauguration drew an estimated crowd of 4,500 and was
attended by dignitaries including
Archbishop Joseph Cardinal Bernadin from Chicago a:nd the Indian
Ambassador to the United States.
As a reminder to the audience of
a possible war in the Persian Gulf.
a color guard performed the "presentation of flags." In the meantime, a small group of peace
activists outside the convention
center protested U.S. involvement
in the Gulf.
According to a Chicago Tribune
report, estimated inaugural costs
will be about $200,000. It is funded
through private sales and donations.
Ceremonies closed with the
annual Inaugural Ball, for which
the Eastern Illinois University Jazz
Ensemble, along with music faculty
Henry Butler, performed.
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ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're. quallled student with good grm.,
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Army ROTC ICholanhips pay tuition, mmt
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Professors: No war on Tuesday
d the United States and
nations attack Iraq this
r wait for economic sanco take their toll?
For the benefit
of war, they
should wait for
the sanctions, but
if it's going to
turn into a chess
game, they should
act now.
Juris Qualls, sophomore
political science major

ey should wait on

sanctions. There's
inent danger, and
ed to have alot of
ldiers killed. I do
k we should keep
r troops there as a
tive force and as a
threat.
Irfan Lateef, sophomore
pre-engineering major

By CATHY PODWOJSKI
Associate news editor

Tuesday may pass slowly for the
multinational barrage of soldiers
stationed in the Gulf, their families
and friends and the rest of the
world.
But chances are it will pass
uneventfully.
At least in military terms.
Tuesday's deadline. which was set
in November as a target date for an
Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait.
would not be a good day for either
the Iraqi or United Nation forces to
wage an offensive. according to
two faculty with Eastem·s political
science department.
"You don't announce what
you're going to do and when you're
going to do it.'' said John Faust, an
Eastern professor of political science. "I think you could probably
put it within the context of the next
30 days."
However. fellow Professor
Abdul Lateef speculated war could
erupt even sooner, possibly within a
matter of days. "I think a peaceful
solution is not in the cards." Lateef
said.
"Frankly I'm not hopeful." he

added. '"I get no pleasure in saying
that.''
Hope that a peaceful solution to
the conflict will be found has dwindled steadily since the Aug. 2 Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait. Over the past
five months the attempts at peace
and even the economic sanctions.
which were intended to nonaggressively force Iraq from Kuwait. have
been overshadowed by the growing
military force in Saudi Arabia.
United States troops. which far
outnumber any other country's military contribution. have ballooned
to at least 400.000. including many
Eastern students and employees
who are members of the Army
National Guard and Reserves.
. Still. despite growing impatience
with the c1isis by the president and
many Americans. Faust said he's
not convinced war is inevitable.
"I don't think it's inevitable up to
the very last minute," he said. "It's
conceivable that after Jan. 15, no
matter what Hussein has said, he
could announce he'll pull out."
In fact. in deference to the image
Hussein has developed. Faust said
he is not a madman nor irrational.
'"He's a person who has no scruples. He's an evil person."

But even Hussein could have
been defeated by the economic
sanctions had they been given a
chance to work. Faust said. Further.
he blamed Bush for putting the
United States in a position where
military action may be necessary.
"Given time the economic sanctions could have helped without
major casualties." Faust said.
One alternative to war could be
the peace conference on the Middle
Eastern countries that Hussein has
requested as a condition of his
pulling out from Kuwait. Bush has
not budged on that issue. however.
And Faust said that wouldn't be
likely as a matter of principle on
Bush's part. "Once you award
aggression. then you have compromised your basic posi!ion:· he said.
'"The U.S. is not going to award
Saddam Hussein any successes as a
result from the invasion.''
As it stands, Iraq could face a
massive air strike from the U.S.-led
forces sometime soon. Faust said
the most likely targets would be
Iraq's communication and air bases.
Lateef also believes any war
would be short, but bloody. "Even
the death of one person is a bloody
war.'' he said.

'Teach-in'
scheduled
for protests
By KELLY SEIFERT
Staff writer

I think they
should wait. I
don't know if
we're ready over
there. If they wait,
it may increase
support in
America.
Kelly Cowen, senior
business education major

Right now, we
shouldn't go into
war. We're in a
recession, and
that'll put us down
even further.

Chris Fruehling, junior
economics major

I think they should wait.
I stil 1 don't see the benefit the U.S. has in all of
this. (President) Bush
says he doesn't want
another Vietnam, but
what Vietnam is he talking about, there are
many aspects.
Kristy Taylor, junior
special education major

As chances for war in the Persian
Gulf jump drastically with the
arrival of the Tuesday deadline,
anti-war advocates are preparing to
protest military intervention by
organizing a "teach-in."
Philosophy instructor Robert
Barford is organizing the teach-in to
educate students and teachers of the
Gulf crisis. Barford also hopes to
get an ongoing group together that
will plan activities for an anti-war
effort in the Persian Gulf.
Barford said some activities that
will be planned are anti-war
protests, posters and possible trips.
The teach-in will consist of an
informational and organizational
meeting at 7 p.m. on Wednesday in
Coleman Hall auditorium. Barford
and economics instructor Mark
Weisbrot will speak about their
knowledge of the Gulf crisis. A
group discussion will follow.
Jay Askin, a j1.mior journalism
major involved with the teach-in,
said Barford will talk about the
morality of a possible war. and
Weisbrot will discuss the economic
aspects associated with a war.
In addition, Steve Epperson, a
student who is a member of the
Illinois National Guard. will "talk
about the military aspect." Askin
said Epperson will bring in a gas
mask similar to the ones used by
the U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia.
"Our ultimate goal would be to
drum up as much support as possible," Askin said. He said he hopes
to get as many people to "wake up
and renlize that a possible war
could result in 100,000 lost lives."
Anyone interested is welcome to
attend the teach-in. "We hope to get
people involved," Barford said.
Askin said it will be an open discussion, and after the individual
speakers voice their opinions, the
floor will be opened for any opposing opinions or added comments.
Weisbrot said the main goal of
the meeting is to educate people.
Askin said after the speakers talk.
the group will combine into committees designed to get input and
• .Aloi:e. Qr&a.rll~~D.fPr..W_,grQup. •• i

THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor

Offeri11g her 1·iew <>f the outcome of a war, this woman protests along
with about 30 others at the Prairie Capital Com·ention Center where
Jim Edgar was inaugurated as gm·ernor Monday.

EISCCAP holds Gulf protest vigil
King Jr. University Union.
EISCCAP co-president Carlotta Baharlou said the group will be
As time expires for the United carrying banners and signs during
Nation's Tuesday deadline for the demonstration.
Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait,
"It's a peaceful protest in an
America and the rest of the world attempt to show President Bush
stand at the brink of war.
our vigilance and that we don't
To protest U.S. intervention in think lives are worth trading for
the Persian Gulf, members of oil or profit," she said.
EISCCAP (Eastern Illinois
Other campus groups and orgaStudents
and
Community nizations will be in attendance. as
Concerned About Peace) will will Philosophy professor Robert
hold
a vigil at 6:30 p.m.-l111der the J:i.-i I'. ·r'ri· '' A J:'~
·
' ' r'b"' s~"'t
.,~·- •. -- ~"· ,,., - .... - - ••• -. ---~~.y.gfaQ~ ~Q~~J:l.JlQJllJ..C..S_Q. J~ - Y-S
walkway of the Martin Luther Mark Weisbrot.

By JAY ASKIN

Staff writer

o!~; Eastern

News A U.S. holiday for peace is a misnom

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
TUESDAY• JANUARY 15 • 1991

Edging closer
to a war, we
pray for peace
How can we help not talking about it.
Unfortunately, it seems talk is the last
thing Saddam Hussein and George Bush are
concerned about. Last week, our Congress
gave Bush the OK to go to war against Iraq.
And just this week, the Iraqi parliament
gave Saddam Hussein that same power.
Despite growing American pessimism
otherwise, it seems war in inevitable. By the
time you read this, it may have already happened. Any last•ditch efforts at peace have
been uneventful.
The United States government accuses
the Iraqis of being inflexible, yet maintains
its own firm stance: Put
up or get out. Compromise is no longer a
weapon. Instead, the most dangerous
weapons have become unflinching pride.
George Bush says the United States is firm
on Tuesday's deadline for Iraq to pull out of
Kuwait. If the United States delays the
deadline, experts say, Saddam will save
some face in the Arab nation since he managed to budge the United States a little bit.
Saddam Hussein wants the United States
to declare Iraq as a major world economic
and military power. George Bush isn't about
to stoop that low - it might cost him a possible re-election bid. Considering the obvious American resistance to a war, we
believe Bush will have already lost a reelection bid should Congress declare war on
Iraq. And he should - any man who will risk
the lives of more than 400,000 troops to
save political face is just as much a "madman" as the enemy he makes Saddam
Hussein out to be.
Iraq is not a democracy - it doesn't matter to Saddam if his people want war.
Kuwait isn't a democracy either - but Bush
will tell you we're fighting to restore one.
The United States, on the other hand, is a
democracy. The kind that is representative
of the people. WE DON'T WANT WAR. But
apparently that doesn't matter either,
Congress does.
It's out of our hands now, though. The
U.N. Secretary General said Sunday that
"God only knows" if there will be war.
Pray for compromise. Pray for peace.

Great leaders are those who
are concerned for their people,
willing to stand up in front. They
don't wage war, they wage
peace.
No one can deny the great
things that Ghandi did for his people. Using the idea that man Is
basically non-violent, he led his
people against an oppressive
British government and changed
India. Ghandi was a great leader
and did great things for his peo-

Mike
Brown

pie.
------•
There have been organized peace organizations in this
country since about the time of the War of 1812, but as
you can see, they haven't done_much convincing that
non-violence is the way to solving problems. They've
tried to convince our government and the American people that diplomacy, not violence is the best solution to
our problems.
Next week, we celebrate the birthday of Martin Luther
King Jr., a man who practiced many of the teachings of
Ghandi, a man who used non-violence and civil disobedience in order to improve conditions for many
Americans. There are still people who don't believe he is
worthy of a national holiday. The way the American government behaves sometimes; I too wonder how this
government ever made his birthday a national holiday.
I believe in a holiday in order to celebrate King's birthday. However, It seems totally contradictory that the
United States should celebrate, especially now as we
edge closer and closer to war with a nation halfway
around the world.
Our government, especially President Bush ("I am not
a wimp and will prove it by kicking your ass"), obviously

l\

Si V'( 5; r, Jcnf
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doesn't believe in what Martin Luther King Jr. believ
Bush's first reaction when Iraq invaded Kuwait was a
lent start, sending American troops to Saudi Arabia.
Our history has shown that our government d
explore the ideas of non-violence. If you protest
the violence of government, you run the risk of
branded a communist, unAmerican and unpatrio
FBI investigates peace organizations and peopl
Martin Luther King because they might be detrim
the efforts of the United States government. Of
the government is often detrimental to American
but it seems that doesn't really matter.
The important thing, we are told, is that we m
whatever our leaders decide. Bush says what is
ing in the Middle East is something worth fight!
There are values involved that we have to fight
we should stand together behind him. Congr
given him the authority to wage a war with Ir
wants the American people to stand in unity duri
crisis.
Of course, this is an obscene notion. just beca
has done something as the president doesn't
should stand behind him, especially when he does
thing stupid and dangerous. His handling of the
crisis has been filled with mistakes, mostly ste
from the fact that he has overreacted thus giving
matic opportunities little chance to work. Now
430,000 Americans in Saudi Arabia sitting on the

war.
If we celebrate Martin Luther King's birthda
week, then we should remember that Saddam
Isn't the only egotistical, militaristic leader that
t>e replaced if It's peace that we really crave.

- Mike Brown Is a staff writer and a regular
/brThe Dally Eastern News.
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Your Turn
The service is 0 K,
but the food in the
Food Service isn't
Dear editor:
In this letter I would like to
e?(press my disappointment in the
food service at Eastern. Not the actual people who service the cafeteria.

week and otherwise survive on salad
and vegetables.
I hope this letter sparks interest
because I know I am not the only
one who feels this way. Maybe
someone will make changes to
improve this problem.

if that person were well
walk over to the Healt
wouldn't he or she be
to make it to dass. I beli
versity is discriminating
people - and the rules m

Karla )elde

Health Service
· d a better
shOUId ftn
way to give excuses

Letter Polley

but the food itself.
The food is always something I
The Daily Eastern Ne
have never heard of before or when
ages letters to the editor
ing any local, state, na
you look at it it's unrecognizable. The
meat has to be the lowest quality Dear editor:
international issue.
because it's all fatty and full of grissel.
We must find a better policy for
Letters should contain
For the money we spend on the excused absences due to illness 350 words. For the let
•• •.••••••••••,.1-_Wc_a_1_·.-..-)11-.-h-a-t's-;t_g_o_o_d_fi_o_1_·?-----.
meal plan, it is ridiculous to receive because the present system just isn't
printed, the name of the
such low-grade food. At least we logical.
in addition to the author'
]"T"•m
· •-·
· · _ _. Absolutely noth;n g, say ;r
should have a choice of how many
If a person were really sick, it and telephone number,
meals we get.
would be a an incredible burden for be included .
again .
I waste so much of my parents'
he or she to drag himself or herself to
Anonymous letters w
.'\/ .Edwin Starr. . . monfy
becau.s.e_l .eaLo.n.e..me....
al~a...._.....th~e-uobie!s.ity:$.. l::lealth Service .. And - - .printed: · · · ·- -·

· · 1111~1·· ·
••

..

....J._fl... . . .
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o discuss 'quantitative reasoning' component
on Academic
to begin discusits proposals contitative reasonthe new general

p.m. Tuesday in the 1895 Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
CAA chair Larry Bates said the
math is the last component of the
new system to be discussed. One
math course will fulfill the general
education requirements, but there
will be a number of ways that

requirement can be satisfied.
In the past year, the CAA has
been involved in the complete
revising of the general education
requirements. Several upper division classes will be included in the
new program.
Beginning with the fall 1991
freshman class, students will no

longer be able to fulfill all requirements within their freshman and
sophomore years.
CAA will vote Thursday on the
science component, and also
expects to finish with the "quantitative reasoning" component, Bates
said. Another issue on the agenda
for Tuesday's meeting is that of cul-

tural diversity, including increasing
minority participation on Eastern 's
campus.
Bates said CAA would like to
spend 45 minutes on introducing
cultural diversity into the classroom
and a recommendation for a course
similar to that as part of the cultural
diversity study.

Al DS Awareness week
opens with information
By EVETTE PEARSON
Activities editor

ic students compete for s_pot
f Eastern 's finest performers from the
nt competed Monday night in Dvorak
II for a chance to perform with the
ity Symphony Orchestra in March.
the students performed very well and
that our music department has a number
ellent performers," commented Robert
r of choral activities, immediately after

·on.
petitors, who performed either vocally
ly, included: Jeff Voigt, tenor; Jennifer
Norris. trombone; Jason Morris. bari-

tone; Carrie Peterson, soprano; Brian Downen, tenor;
Lori Dombrowski, piano; Dan Harrison, horn; and
Andre Loss, piano.
Although all the performances were excellent, several stood out as especially powerful. Loss was compelling and masterful on a movement from
Rachmaninoff's "Concerto No. 3, Op. 18".," and
Dombrowski 's Rachmaninoff selection was flawless.
In addition, Morris' "Non piu andrai" by Mozart was
richly resonant, and Peterson covered a wide vocal
range with many intriguing embellishments. Long
played an enchanting "Fantasie," which had several
difficult runs.
The winners' names were not available at press time,
but will be announced Tuesday. -

People should have compassion
and show support for AIDS victims, said Barb Walker of the
health studies department at
Monday's opening seminar for
AIDS Awareness Week.
"It's not who you are, it's what
you do and anyone can contract
the AIDS virus," she said. "We
need to be compassionate and
supportive of people with AIDS."
With an attentive crowd of
approximately 20 people, many
passerbys stopped by to tune into
the discussion of " An Overview
of AIDS" in the Bridge Lounge of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"You may be sitting next to
someone who has been infected
with the HIV virus," Walker said.
"At least one out of every 500
college students can be infected
with the disease and may not even
know it."
The week's events are centered
around the theme, "AIDS ... Show
Compassion" and the goal is to
reach a broader range of people
and release updated information

Billiard Bar
&

Corndog
ith Fries
75¢ Drafts

~~~ST&

Yes!

about AIDS.
"The basic idea with our second annual AIDS Awarenes s
Week is to present educational
information, the different aspects
of AIDS, the modes of transmission and the ·various ways of contact," said Sandy Gallion, coordinator of the AIDS, Alcohol and
Drug Information Center.
Walker discu ssed the three
major ways of contacting the
AIDS virus and tried to dispel the
many myths that seem to overcrowd the facts.
"You may contract the virus by
indulging in unsafe sex, such as
anal intercoursd and sex without a
condom, needle- sharing and
mother to newborn," Walker said.
Throughout the week, information tables will be set up in the
Union Lobb y of the M a rtin
Luther King Jr. University Union
along with and AIDS memorial,
which will be present all week
long.
On Wednesday, a presentation
titled "My Life With AIDS" is set
for 7 p .m. in the CharlestonMattoon Room of the Union. The
talk is sponsored by the St. Louis
Efforts for AIDS.
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Eve1yday 11-3
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~ Back by Popular Deman

*Contacts
*Glasses
or BOTH!

,,

STAR NITE Ill
AT STIX
from 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

-YOU CAN BE A STARComedy & Singing
Sing your favorite song

Same Day
Service

In M-0st Cases
(CR-39 lenses)

Free
Soft Contacts*
Buy a pair of colored or clear
soft contacts with exam and
get a pair of our standard
soft contacts free.

9 Imported Beers
around the World

ave 50ct

THROWAWAY
YOUR CONTACTS?
YES YOU CAN!
Ask about Disposable Contact
Lenses, the end of contact lens
drudgery.

per bottle

Offers expire Sat. Feb. 9, '91

Wednesday:

inenkugel's
Pitchers

$3.00
all day

Free Lenses with
Frame Purchase
-

CR-39 lenle1 In our normal
power range. Our standard

blb:aJs jual '25 DIOR.

Think you're funny? Prove it
See Our Big Screen - satellite coming soon
Lunch

Italian Beef $3.50
Dinner

Designer Frames
In-Stock
Choose famous names such
as Gucci, Tura, Carerra.
Nino Balli, Christian Dior,
Dianne Von Furstenburg.
Versailles, Walt Disney,
Sofia
Loren,
Garfield,
Safilo, BerDel. Swank.
Luxottica, Halston and
many more.

Pizza Burrito with Nacho Chips
from 4pm - 8pm $2.99
Stoli & Mixer $1.40
Bud & Bud Lt. Pitcher $2.95
Killian Red 20 oz. $1.80
Miller Lite Longneck $1.30

904 E. Lincoln, Charleston, IL

. 345-5100

Cross County Mall, Mattoon
Eyes examined by a licensed optometrist.

235-1100

FREE rooL

··A Splash of Class"

t
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liarble adds to folk art collecti
I

By JENNIFER PIERCE
Staff writer
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the BOG::r<><>,m.ofBooth Library,"
~·everybody on campus has
be concerned with the value of
courses," said. senate member
JohnMiller.

to
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All
Cuts
$10.50
/ (Next to Jewel)

The {permanent) collection serves as a teac

Several art works by area Illinois
artists have been added to the
T,a rble Arts Center's permament
collection through donations and a
grant from a state art agency.
The works will be added to
Tarble's Folk Arts Collection,
according to the Tarble Director
Michael Watts. "The collection
serves as a teaching resource; it
documents artistic activity that's
unique to this area, and unique to
other collections."
Watts said the majority of the
collection will be stored in a vault,
and various selections will be presented as needed to enhance
Tarble 's program of changing exhibitions.
Wans said the oldest acquisition
is a 1937 log cabin patterned quilt
by the late Elvia Baker Tarble, the
mother of the art center's benefactor and namesake, Newton Tarble.

resource.

The quilt was received through a
donation.
Also donated was a scale model
of an 1830s Illinois log tavern,
which Watts said the artist
researched and constructed using
the tools and techniques of the period. Other additions were purchased
through a Partners-in-Purchase
grant from the Illinois Arts Council,
in which funding granted by the
state agency must be matched by
the recipient gallery, Wans said.
Tarble 's grant was matched by a
donation from Philip and Nell
Settle, according to Wans. Settle, a
former assistant dean of the College

The Men of

WILD WEST NIGHT UPll-.!111,..

SIGMA PI

with the Ladies
ofEIU

7:00

of Fine Arts, established t
Arts Collection and serv
curator until 1983 when
turned over to the Tarbl
Center. Watts said the works
ed in the purchase are an
dered denim quilt and a
terned hooked rug by a 10
old Mattoon fiber artist, as
three carved and paint
decoys by an artist from Su
In addition to the works
the Folk Arts Collection,
manent acquisitions were
the collection of conte
American art, as well as to
Western collection.

wish to invite Rushees to

p.m. (tacos)

Casino Night

AXA HOUSE
1532 4th St.

Tonight at 6: 30
SIGMA PI HOUSE

610 W. Lincoln
Redken • Nexxus
Paul Mitchell

Spring Rush 1991
956 Sixth St.

•

For Rides & Info Call

345-9523 or 348-5413

In Search
of the
Balanced Man.

• •

S·i gma Phi E silo
Invites all men to Sprln
For More Information:
Call Mike at 581-2291
or
Call Jason at 581-6181

Tuesday, Wednesd
Thursday at 7:30 p.
In the University Uni
3rd Floor
\.
-to
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It on Lithuania defended

~
ent to reduce
blic following
killed 14 peo. Troops control
and around the

Gorbachev's statement that he
was not in on the decision to use
force called into question ho~
strongly he controls the military.
Under the Soviet Constitution,
the president is commander-in-chief
of the armed forces. Soviet politicians harshly criticized him when
people were killed in military
crackdowns on unrest in Georgia in
1989 and in Azerbaijan a year ago.
In his first public comments on
the weekend storming of Lithuania's radio and TV transmitter,

Gorbachev expressed no sorrow or
regret over the loss of life, except to
say it was "a tragic development"
that the Kremlin did not want.
He told the Supreme Soviet legislature in Moscow that it was "a
defensive action."
"The manner of defense was
decided by the commandant,"
Gorbachev told reporters during a
break in the session. ,
"He reported to a deputy commander of the military district ... I
learned only in the morning, the
early morning, when they got me
up. When it happened, no one
knew," Gorbachev said.
Soviet Interior Minister Boris
Pugo, whose troops participated in
Sunday's attack, told parliament:
"No one from the center gave an
order" to use force.

1veness of AIDS vaccine uncertain
(AP) - The first AIDS vaccine to

is safe, but its effectiveness has
, researchers reported Monday.
VaxSyn, was injected into 36 healthy
in 1988 at six hospitals as part of the
Vaccine Clinical Trials Network. All 36
lmritune response, according to the report
s of Internal Medicine, published by
College of Physicians.
first completed study of looking at the
and toxicity in humans" of an AIDS
lhe lead author, Dr. Raphael Dolin of the
Rochester.
panying editorial, a researcher said that
pressing need for preventive measures

~.....,:Y-OUT

against the AIDS virus, scientists may have to go ahead
with development of vaccines that may not block infection but could prevent or significantly delay the onset
of the disease.
Vax.Syn, developed by MicroGeneSys Inc., of West
Haven, Conn., was previously tested in animals.
including mice and monkeys.
Twenty-four volunteers received four vaccinations.
and 12 received three. A group of 36 other v9lunteers
received a hepatitis B vaccine or a placebo.
Side effects of VaxSyn were few and slight, the
researchers said. Eight volunteers experienced a slight
fever after receiving the vaccine. Four said they had
headaches or felt sluggish, and two said they felt pain
at the injection site, according to the study. ·

Do you know someone who is literally dying to be thinner or
someone who uses unusual and dangerous ways to lose or
control weight? Come to an informational forum on anorexia
and bulimia. Learn how to help yourself or someone you are
worried about.
Dr. Genie Lenihan, Counseling Center
Monday, January 28, 7:00 p.m.
Rathskeller Balcony--University Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center

Come See

Which Sig
Done It

LX

Time:
Place:
7:00-9:00
Greek Court
Drinks &. Appetizers Available

YOU WILL FIND
IT HERE!
Read
The Daily Eastern Ne-ws
for all news, sports, and weath~r.

SPECIAL ••

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

La~ge

ANXIOUS EATING--WHAT TO DO?

:

(16") :

usage Pizza i

i

$6.95

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·············--·-PRESENT nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

••

E.L. KRACKEK'S KE-GRAND OPENING WEEK

•

JOIN US THIS WEEK FOR
DANCING GAMES & SUPER SPECIALS

TONIGHT: 25¢ DRAFT NIGHT NO COVER TILL 9:30

WED.: LADIES NIGHT 50¢ RAIL DRINKS FOR ALL.
THURS: iiQ COVER GREEK NIGHT! GAMES & PRIZES $2.25 PITCHERS

2 Chicago Dogs,
2 French Fries
& 32 oz Drink

$399

We Deliver 11am-11pm

345-2466

FRI: $2.50 PITCHERS - NO COVER TILL I 0 PM! FREE NACHOS
TILL 10 PM - 50¢ HOT DOGS

PLUS: *FREE PARTY GIVEAWAYS EACH NIGHTI
*75¢ PREMIUM FOECKING BEEK LONGNECKS ALL WEEK

*BOCCI BALL DARTS • POOL TABLES
OPEN!

S

TU ES
DA.Y
JAN. 15, 1991

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers . Next to Monical's , 903
18th St. MWF< 1-4 p.m.; T,Th, 9
a.m. - noon . Other times by
appointment. 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Typing - laser printer. $1 per
page. Same day service
available. 258-6840.
_ca1/11 ,18,25 211,8,15,22 3/1-22
FREE Battery & electrical tests.
FREE installation . Battery
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave,
Charleston 345-VOLT.
5/3

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's
incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any ·
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised , rejected, or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

MARRIED
OR··
SINGLE
!WITH
• · · ··
··
- -·WOMEN
········•!
CHILDREN NEEDED AS
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR
COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE
CHILDREN . CONCEPTION TO
BE
BY
ARTIFICIAL
INSEMINATION . PLEASE
STATE YOUR FEE. CONTACT:
NOEL P. KEANE, DIRECTOR ,
INFERTILITY CENTER OF NEW
YORK, 14 E. 60TH STREET,
STE. 1240, NY, NY 10022. 1-212371-0811 MAY CALL COLLECT.
ALL
RESPONSES
CONFIDENTIAL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca1/7-18
Earn $300 to $500 per week
Reading Books at home. Call 1615-473-7440 Ext. B360.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca1 /7,8,14,15,
HOSPITAL JOBS! To $26.50/hr!
Nurses , Technicians, Medics,
Housekeeping. All skills. (1) 805
687-6000 Ext. 0-997
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15
National Advertising clerk
needed. Approximately 10 hours
per week . Apply at the Daily
Eastern News Business Office.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/18

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
HELP WANTED
WANTED

AoomoN
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

&.. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
LOST

The

ACROSS

CLASSIFIED

Ao

1 Matty or Felipe
of baseball
soverjoyed

FORM

9 Sacred images

14Coraland
Yellow
15 Chest sound

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1& Heavenly body

Phone: - - - - - - - -Students 0 Yes

0 No

0 ates to run ______________
Ad to read:

17 Types of 62
Across
19 Delete
20 Fjrs1 woman
21 Entice
22 Discontinues a
launch
23 Porter
25 Ruhr valley city
21 Wallet items
29Sunshade

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

OCash

0 Credit

0 Check

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students w~h valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Preview
Matlock

News
Entmt. Tonight
Rescue 911

In the Heat
of the Ni ht
Law & Order

Movie: The
Presidio

News
Tonight

News
MASH
Current Affair

Late Night

Hard Copy

News
Cosby Show
Who's The Boss
Head Of the Class
Roseanne
Coach
Thirtysomething
News
Love Connect.
Nightline

~

. ..

...

...

MacGyver
Basketball
Oklahoma at
Missouri
Colle e
Basketball
Lousiana St. at
Alabama
Sportscenter
College
Basketball

.. .. . . . . . .. . .

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily E
office by noon one business day before the date of the ev
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is \he deadline for Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible
conflicting information will not be run.

62 Sky diver' s gear
64 Book by D.S.
Freeman
65 Hebrew lyre
66 Top chef, to a
gourmet
67 Drone
68 Lascivious
69 Darn

1

2

3

14

17
20

23

DOWN

1 Former Turkish
coin
2Go
3 Propelled a
bi reme
58 He, to Rocco
4Dos Passes
eo Chou En- - work
81 · - - Be the Tie
s Soft hail
That Binds"
&Oen
(hymn title)
7Formal mall
8--Moines
9 Floating hazard
10Long,
------~~
untapered cigar
11 Poet Khayyam
---.---.---i~!-"'-t 12 Aerie, e.g .

Youthquake

Dream of Jeannie
Night Court
Movie:The
Gambler

Boxing •

38
41

....,46
.,,.....1---+-

61
64
67

Miami
Vice
Equalizer

MacNeil Lehrer
Newshour
Nova

E.N.G.

Cheers
Night Court

L.A. Law

Movie•
Hard to Hold

Frontline

Movie•
Warm Hearts.
Cold Feet

Gun smoke

Ullman
Molly Dodd

Andy Griffith
Arsenic Hall

News

Adam Smith

Night Court
Medical Story

Being Served
Movie•

44 eeloved of
Helo'ise
45Keepsake
47 ·--Religion":
H . E. Fosdick
50 Rent
52 Escape
53 Boca - - , Fla .

Rendezvous
World Monitor
Vietnam : The
10.000 Day War
Beyond Tomorrow
Invention
Galapagos

News Scan
Disney

Wings

Trouble w/ Father
I Remember Mamm
Streets of
San Francisco

Survival!
Movie:

1983 Nissan Pulsar
air, AM/ FM, excellent
$2800.00. 1983 Ren
5/speed, $1150.00 34

Amnesty International will meet today at 6 p.m. in C
Room 309. First meeting of the semester! Everyone Wei
Tassels Mortar Board will meet 5 p.m . today at 35 B
Honors Office. Everyone must attend. Fundraiser to be di
SHEA will meet at 5:15 p.m. today in Kiehm Hall Roo
Consumer Affairs, Hospitality, Dietetics, and Foods and Nu
Society for Creative Anachronism will meet tonight at 7
Jerry's Pizza. Welcome Back.
Phi Gamma Nu will meet at 5:30 p.m. today in Lumpkin
017. All actives must attend!
NRHH(National Residence Honorary will meet today at 6
the Charleston-Mattoon Room in the Union.
Black Student Union will meet today at 6:00 p.m. for
entertainment for the 15th Annual Miss Black EIU Pageant
1991 . Place of event given at a later date.
Black Student Union will meet today at 6:00 p.m. on the
the MLK Union. BSU will be holding their first meeting this
members should attend.
Women In Communications will not meet tonight.
rescheduled for Tuesday, January 22 at 6:00 p.m.

31 Algerian
seaport
32 The Swedish
13Anne and
Nightingale
Jeanne: Abbr.
33 Orchestra
18 Street talk
member
22 Wise - - owl
34 Code preceder
24 Gear teeth
35 - - -do-well
_.-:1'~~ • - - 26 - - yarn (does 3&Spaded
some
40Gallup
storytelling)
sampling
28 High-low play at 42 Beatnik 's
.._.--4--t--t
bridge
cousin
30 Moro tribe
43 Drive the
_ ___.__.
member
getaway car

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

Payment:

33 Sport involving
updrafts
37 Swiss canton
38 War god
39 Stock or smith
preceder
40 Teacher's
lesson - 41 Female ruff
42 Loiters
46 State or river in
Brazil
48Third man
49 Incantation
51 Queen of fiction
55 Help

GOVERNMENT
Vehicles from $100.
Mercedes. Corvettes.
Surplus. Your area. (1)
6000 Ext. S-9997.

···········~

.,•••.. . . . . .

,

Eastern News
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Three and four bedroom houses
and apartments. One block from
campus. Call 345-6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Attractive Home to share with
non-smoker. Heritage Woods,
Parking, Central A.C. 345-7984
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
Subleasors needed for a house
on 9th Street across from
Buzzard. Call 345:9432
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Subleasor to share house with 4
girls. Own room. $140 a month
1/5 utilities. 345-7448
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23
Classifieds Work!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha/00

Attractive 1-2 bedroom apartment
for non-smoking non-drinker (a).
1 block from campus. 348-8929
$325-utilities included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/18
URGENT: Female subleasor
needed for Spring semester. Call
345-4081 or leave message.
_ _ __ _ _ _ ___ 1/23
Needed: Female subleaser for 2
bedroom apartment in Nantucket.
Leave message. 708-934-1926
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 1/17
One or more subleasers for
spring . One bedroom furnished
apt. Very reasonable . 345-9323
Laurie or 345-2363 Kelly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
1 to 4 SUBLEASERS WANTED:
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT
WITH
DISHWASHER. ACROSS FROM
OLD MAIN BEHIND MIDAS. 3485916.
<·.·:·:·:-:·:·:···:·:-:·:-··:·:-:··::···.;:;:;:;:;.·:;:;.;:;.;.;.·.··:··-·.·
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
l.
NICE
FURNISHED
APT.
ADOPTION
: Not just a Mommy
·····························-··················································1
available now behind Pem-Hall.
and Daddy - - Grandparents ,
Utilities included. Best offer. Call
Aunts , Uncles & Cousins too.
345-9794.
Young, infertile couple wants to
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15
share our happy lives with an
Female Subleasor needed NOW!
adopted baby. Medical & legal
Park Place Apts. $145.00/month .
expenses paid. Confidential. We'll
Call 345-4314.
answer any question. Call Dixie &
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/18
Scott collect 618/462-9807.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 1/15
Rooms for 2 men or 2 women
near campus , with kitchen, bath.
.........•
Reasonable. 345-3771.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
Apt.
Furnished, Spring , new
Wanting 1 or 2 women to rent
mattresses, nice kitchen , private
apartment Jan - May. Would be
entrance , non-smokers. Quiet
rooming with 2 other women.
neighborhood near campus .
Please contact Nicole for more
Reasonable. 2 men or 2 women.
information at 348-541 O or stop
345-3771.
by 1634 University Drive.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
1/25
Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 91-92 school year.
1•••••·••••••••••·•••••••••••111 • ·• •.•·• • • • • • • • • • • • I Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148
Apartment Rentals Call 348evenings.
7746.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Models for art classes. Male and
female, need not be attractive.
Apply 216A, Fine Arts Center,
2nd floor. Preference given to
those willing to work nude.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15
DAIRY QUEEN ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS for part-time
lunch hour help. Apply in person.
20 State St. 345-6886.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
SITTER NEEDED FOR 2 Boys (2
and 5) in my home 3 days/week,
2p - 5p non-smoker. 348-7736
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15
Sitter for Daughter our home.
Monday-Friday. 8 to 9 and 10:503:15. 345-6118
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
Guitarists-Saxophonist looking for
a band. Call Bob 345-9432
1/24

Vegas

·Movie_', ,

·' \'

'

PanlherCounl
Roy Rogers
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list their worst problems
N (AP) - City
country think
ms facing their
e the national
disposal of solid
ties' financial

official's town.
Twenty-two percent saw the
opportunities in their communities
as poor for such a person, as
contrasted with 19 percent who
thought chances were "great" and
59 percent "fair." "Local elected
officials are, on the whole,
perpetual boosters of their home
towns, so when more than one in
five is worried enough to say things
are bad, there are some real
problems facing our cities and our

nation." said Donald Borut, executive director of the National
League of Cities.
The league's sixth annual survey
drew 269 responses from elected
municipal officials in cities with a
1980 population of more than
I 0.000. The league said there was a
95 percent degree of confidence the
answers would vary by no more
than 6 percent from the results that
would be obtained if all elected
officials were polled.

nia may counter army crackdown
, Yugoslavia (AP) - The leadership
nee-minded Slovenia met in urgent
to discuss possible countermeasures
ckdown.
to the government of Slovenia, one
's six republics, said the leaders feared
anny may soon intervene as the Soviet
Lithuania lasr weekend.
quarreling has pushed the brittle
the brink of disintegration that many
d erupt into civil war in this Balkan
arly 24 million ethnically diverse

"Countermeasures were considered in case the
crackdown really happens," a source said, without
elaborating. The sources spoke on condition of
anonymity. The state Tanjug news agency said
Monday that the Slovenian government and its
presidency strongly condemned the bloody military
intervention in Lithuania.
In a separate report, Tanjug said the
Constitutional Court annulled as unconstitutional
Slovenia's declaration of sovereignty in July and
ordered Serbia to lift duties it decided last October
to impose on goods made in rival republics Slovenia
and Croatia.

9

No unemployment lines
ah~ad for Thompson staff
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - James
Thompson's exit from the
governor's office doesn ' t mean a
trip to the unemployment office
for his top aides.
One is headed for higher
education, another is on his way
to the insurance industry and
others have the Jim Edgar
administration in their sights.
Deputy Gov. John Washburn
said he's joining the Virginia
Casualty and Surety company as
a senior vice president because
it's part of a top-notch insurance
group.
Besides, he said, it's time to get
out of government.
"I just would like to make a
change," he said. "These are
fascinating jobs, but they're not
the best-paying jobs that you can
get. I'd like to provide better for
my family." Washburn makes just
over $89,000 in his government
job. Most other top administrators
in Thompson's office make

between $75.000 and $80,000.
Jeff Miller plans to trade his
job as Thompson 's chief of staff
for a similar position with
Northwestern
University ' s
medical school , becoming the
dean for administration and
planning.
"I'm the ranking non-medical
position in the med school," he
said. "It is an organization that is
close to and a s comple x a s
governmen t , and I will be
involved in all that it does. " Most
of Thompson 's aides said they
considered pursuing the private
sector ' s b igger salarie s but
rejected them for other rewards.
"I've been in state government
20 years. I enjoy it, and I think I
would enjoy it more than
anything else I could do," said
William Ghesquiere, Thompson's
chief lawyer.
Ghesquiere plans on being the
No. 2 lawyer in the Edgar
administration.
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trip
airfare
to Chicago Midway
January 25th (12:40
1/28 7:20 pm Male
I 258-6253 . Leave

nd

! - - - - --,-1117
the deadline for all
2 pm one business
to publication . The
campus clips is 12.
i - - -- - - - - 'ha/00

FOUND: Light-colored, thick
MITTEN on 1/9 outside Science
Bldg . - on east side of bldg .
Claim at DEN.
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ 1/ 15
FOUND: cassette player for
headphones in IMC on 1/10/91.
Claim at 127 BB or call 581-2812
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/15
FOUND: Ladies' watch. Identify
to claim , History Dept ., 224
Coleman Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/ 16
MEGAN MACARAEG pick up
your driver's license & coat in the
History Dept. , 224 Coleman.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/ 16
LOST: Keys on 4th Street
between Pierce and Harrison.
Has Taurus key chain . Michelle
348-5973
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
LOST Licenses and l.D.'s on 4th
street by Sc. Bldg. With the names
of Elizabeth Hakes and Jamime
Martinez. Call Elizabeth 348-5014
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1117

Free spring break vacation in
Cancun! College Tours, the nation's
largest and most successful spring
break tour operator needs
enthusiastic
campus
representatives . Earn a free trip
and cash . Nothing to buy - we
provide everything you need. Call
1-800-395-4896 for more info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca1 /10,15,16
RUSH LAMBDA CH I ALPHA .
There is a DIFFERENCE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/15
Lambda Chi Alpha ... THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/15
RUSH LAMBDA CHI ALPHA!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15
Better fraternities build better men,
better men build better fraternities
- The SIGMA NU Experience.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
" .... And to regard our fellow man
NOT for wealth, rank or honor - but
for personal worth and character."
Tau Kappa Epsilon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15

vin and Hobbes

Sigma Nu VCR Movie Night
Tonight at 7 pm for rides and info
call 348-5182
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/16
RUSH LAMBDA CHI ALPHA Wild
West Night. Go South of the Border
with the ladies of EIU 7 pm tonight
1532 4th Street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1115
PHI GAMMA NU Professional
Business Fraternity Invites you to
Attend our RUSH . Formal: Tues.
January 15 th 017 Lumpkin Hall
5:30 pm Formal: Wed. January 16
th 017 Lumpkin Hall 5 :30 pm .
Informal: Thurs. January 17th TBA
Formal: Thurs January 17th 017
Lumpkin Hall 5:30 pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1115
FRIC: What's Up?! What's Up?!
What's Up?! Happy 22nd B-Day Love your FRAC in P.T. Roomie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1115

Why rush TEKE? East Hall, next
fall! No pledging!! No Hazing!! A
better education!! WHY NOT?!
Rides/info 345-5149
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _1/15

ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEED TO.
SELL ANYTHING .!.

TEKE RUSH- "Grateful Teke"
Party. 8 tonight (345-5149) rides
and info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15

by Bill Watterson
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RUSH LAMBDA CHI ALPHA Wild
West Night. Go South of the border
with the l,.adies of EIU. 7 pm tonight
1532 4 th street.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _1/15
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THE SOLD AD!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for as long as it takes to
Find you a buyer!!*
•15 word SOLD AD is $8.25
• 20 word SOLD AD is $11.00
·rhe SOLD AD 1s available to any non·commercial individual who wishes to sell an
items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced and no changes may be
made. Ad will be canceled at the end of the semester if buyer is not found. Sorry, no
refunds.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
15 words: _

20 wor~s:_

_ _ Dates to run _

_ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
....

~-

~\. ·
\
\"----- ,...:

N/Ne ... EIGHT ..
5tVCN ... 5!X ...
A ve ... FOUR ...
THR/5e .. TWO...

ON£ .. MIDN/6HT.1
/

Under Classif1cat1on of: _

_ _ _Person accepting ad _ __

Exp1rat1on code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
no. words days ~~~~---Amou nt due:$ _

_ _ __
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SON LIGHT
Power Gym

COACH EDDY1S

Panther Sport Shoppe

TANNING SPECIAL

Daily 9-8 Sun I 2-5

12 TANS FOR

$25QQ

In celebration of turning the big 3-0, Domino's Pizza
will deliver a medium pizza with your favorite topping
for just 30C, \\·hen you 01:der a large Domino's Pizza at
the regular price. So hurry and get to a phone. Just ask!

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
519 7th St.
Charleston, IL

30
----r----

345-1544

I

I·
I

AFFILIATEb

WOMENS S(HVIC(S, INC

TOPPINGS
I nui:pnce.an)andmedium
pizza at the regular
get up to )
or 1·eg1
I
toppings tor
each.

5

PEPPERONI'S
0 NLY $ 30

PREGNANT? I

I
I

30 ...· .

WITH

EQUIPMENT

PREGNANCY TERMINATION TO 12 WEEKS
• OUR PHYSICIANS ARE
LICENSED GYNECOLOGISTS
Cell Toi Fl'll In lndianl 1-800-692-3424

¢

12" PIZZA

I~,~.
CONADENTIAL

1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQU
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

me~tt

3
~~
.Ii

.J!o·

•
•

I Qf/'i-r
I

''""" .
fc111. >I.

II

• . 199·,

Valid at part1c1pa!ing stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Delivery areas hmited to ensure safe drrvmg. Our drivers carry less
than S20.00. Our dnvers are not penalized for late deliveries.

. .

: . •

.~O<'

3b
.

~~

Valid at partic•pa\ing stores only. Nol valid wrth any other offer. Prices
may vary Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas
limited to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00
Our dr"lers are not penalized for late del1Veries

ALL SPORTING GOODS
Racquets-Basketballs
Footballs-Accessories

v

EASTERN ILLINOIS

ALL KUSSEL

Preprinted

Crewnecks &. Pan

REWNECKS

Many New
Designs & Colors

~-

{§j

All Men & Women'

All Men & Women's

RBBBOKS

, .: '. ·.
V ~

Pumps, X·Trainers,Running & Aerobics
~

"%?~~

n~-;;""\

·;;,

·-....__,_

KUSSELLIKREGULAKS

T

0

v

\

,

EASTERN PREPRINTED

NIKE

Basketball, X-Trainers,
~
Running
& Aerobics

Y

ALL OCEAN PAC

v

BODY GLOVE & J

@)·.

CREWNECKS

T

Many New
De.signs

~
- "-.

Reg. $36."'

.

•

. .•

.

1~

All Men & Women's

RBBBOKS

Pumps, X-Trainers,Running & Aerobics

~v~

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!
DAYTONA BEACH
$}}9 '
from

AMER/CANO, RAMADA INN, VOYAGER OR DESERT INN HOTELS &KITCHENETTES • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

SOUTH pADRE ISLAND

f rom

$}29 ;.

SHERATON CONDOS & HOTEL, GULF VIEW & LANDFALL TOWER CONDOS, OR HOUDAY INN • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

from

$96''

SHAOOW RUN CONDOS OR OVERLOOK HOTEL • 2, 5 OR 7 NIGHTS WITH ALL IJFTS • PICNIC - RACE

FORT LAUDERDALE

fr o m

$}37·f,

LAUDERDALE BEACH HOTEL • 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH

fro m

$}(!4*

TOURWAY INN OR THE REEF KITCHENETTES • 7 NIGHTS

CORPUS CHRISTI/MUST ANG ISLAND

from

f r om

$112

&T'S

!

HILTON HEAD ISLAND BEACH & TENNIS RESORT CONDOS • 7 NIGHTS

DON'T DELAY!

CENTRAL SPRING BREAK: INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

· ="'

9;
~

•

•E~c* 1·800·521·5911
7AM-7PM M-Th, 7AM-5PM Fri, 9AM-5PM Sat. Mountain Standard Time
Reser1alions may be made by credit card

~

aaf.!~ ,
~

. ,

•CICr:rJld

,2~ lj'?_Ulf FAX/lES,_ERV/4~10NS f3_~3J 2~~·1514

- "• \. •. • ·- >.~ ~· • "--~ "'o<!,,""d••§tfnl,,eafoatesa1101eilg1hols1;/y -

· ~

~ '· · ,

PREPRINTED

CREWS

HOUDAY INN OR PORT ROYAL OCEAN RESORT CONDOS • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

$}08''

T

..

RUSSELL IRREGULARS

OT
·., ~l~'.ry~~ .v
Remaining Stock:

REEBOK, NIKE,

ADIDAS

DIVISION
CREWS
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begins time in school Anderson, Bears
gear for next year
ward to working with the kids. I
have a thousand hours and I
think I can do something for the
kids. I'm going to do these thousand hours to the best of my ability and turn the page on this."
Rose's assignments at the school
will be determined by gym
teachers.
Asked what he would tell the
youngsters, Rose said, "I didn't
make it up, but I like, 'Get high
on sports, don't get high on
drugs."' After the school year
ends, Rose is to complete his
community service by working
with boys and girls at a
Cincinnati recreation center in a
low-income neighborhood.
Rose
admitted
hiding
$354,968 in income from autograph appearances, baseball
memorabilia and gambling. Rose
was fined $50,000 and paid the
Internal Revenue Service
$366,042 as part of an agreement
with the government.

'ncinnati Reds
up at Heberle
I wearing suns and running
after students
I.
do 1,000 hours
rvice as part of
Ycheating on his
pected the job
said, "Yeah, it
b." Rose, baseh its leader, is
Pete Rose
federal prison camp in Marion,
Ill.
"Obviously, the next three
months will be a lot more fun
than the last five," Rose said last
week. 'Tm really looking for-

won has successful surgery
(AP) - Houston
Akeem Olajuwon
cessful surgery
pair damage to his
no surprises, and
aling everything
j>lanned," said Dr.
'ns, who performed

when he was elbowed by
Chicago's Bill Cartwright while
battling for a rebound.
Surgeons inserted a piece of
Teflon shield to help repair the
damaged bone structure around
Olajuwon 's eye.
."Tissue had herniated into the
sinus and we removed it with no
problem," Wilkins said.
"We inserted a Teflon plate
approximately two inches by one
inch." Olajuwon was expected to
leave the hospital by Tuesday.
"He can begin some sort of
exercise in roughly four weeks and

in eight weeks be able to play basketball," Patterson said.
Patterson said Olajuwon will
wear protective goggles when he
returns to the court.
Olajuwon was injured in the
third quarter against the Bulls. The
Rockets won that game and beat
Indiana Jan. 5 in their first game
without Olajuwon in the lineup,
but they are now on a four-game
losing streak.
Olajuwon missed the start of
last season because of a blood clot
in his left leg. He still wears an
elastic cover to protect the leg.

na repeats as Male Athlete of the Year
(AP) - While the
49ers are trying to
Super Bowl champiquarterback, Joe
as repeated as The
ss Male Athlete of

win it consecutively,
Texas Rangers pitcher
yan in balloting
Monday by the AP.

e it. I knew coming in
was offered that I was
e it, and the next day, I
I really am excited.
t to fit in with the staff

hat I've been accustomed
bit different scheme. I just
contribute and help the
y, who graduated from
an with a Bachelor of
in Sports Administration in

Last week, Montana was
named the NFL's Most Valuable
Player for the second straight season by the AP.
"It's a great honor, I surprised," Montana said. "There's a
lot of great athletes out there and
it's truly an honor to be thought of
in that manner. These types of
awards are always unexpected.
It's a personal award, but also a
team award." Montana. 34, who
passed for 274 yards and two

touchdowns in San Francisco's
28-10 playoff victory over
Washington on Saturday, received
33 of a possible 138 first-place
votes and 259, points.
"He's special," former 49ers
center Randy Cross said. "He has
an aura about him. It's an air. O.J.
had it. Namath, Staubach,
Graham, Luckman, guys like that.
With Joe, you almost felt if every
game were a Super Bowl, you'd
be undefeated. It's almost not fair.

1986, said he knew that the position
was open and he hoped that Spoo
remembered his name.
"I kind of heard it through the
grapevine when he was out recruiting and I made contact," Mallory
said. ''Then he got back to me and
we went on from there.
"I had sent a letter a couple years
back when I was getting out from
being a grad assistant and was looking for a position and he had no
openings at the time.
Mallory was introduced to the
Eastern players at a meeting Friday,
and junior linebacker Mike Settles
said he was impressed.
"He's a very clean-cut guy - he
sure dresses nice," Settles said. "It
looks like he's going to bring a lot
of enthusiasm to the team."

Bill Mallory

LAKE FOREST (AP) - The
Chicago Bears' season may have
ended in a train wreck, but the
team was mostly back on track
in 1990.
·'It was a pretty good year
considering where we came
from," running back Neal
Anderson said Monday.
The Bears' woeful 31-3 playoff loss to the New York Giants
on Sunday brought their season
to a finish at 12-6 - two games
short of the Super Bowl - but a
mighty step ahead of the 6- l 0
record in. 1989.
"We fell short of where we
should have been this year. It
ended on a sour note by us not
playing a very good football
game," said Anderson, who
managed only 19 yards rushing
on 12 carries against the Giants.
Not only did the season end
Sunday for Dan Hampton, but
the curtain came down on defensive lineman's playing career as
well.
"This whole thing was like
one of those Walt Disney fairy
tales that ends in a train wreck,"
said Hampton, a Bear since
1979.
"Hopefully. the guys will
rebound next year.·· Players met
Monday with Mike Ditka and
others co.aches here at Halas
Hall, then cleaned out their
lockers. Ditka drove off without
talking to reporters.
Only two months ago, the
Bears had rolled to a 9-1 mark
and Chicago had Super Bowl on
its mind. But then injuries and
losses mounted.
Mike Tomczak returned as
starting quarterback when Jim
Harbaugh was sidelined for the
season with a severely separated
shoulder in his 14th start of the
year.
The team's problems on the

field took its toll on Ditka, who
had adopted a new, low-key
demeanor in 1990. His temper
flared at a December news conference when he called a radio
sportscaster "a joke" and "a
jerk," then al]ruptly walked out.
Ditka hopes contract talks
with Bears President Mike
McCaskey will be completed
soon for next season.
The Bears, 28th and last in
the NFL in passing. played conservative I y on offense. but
Anderson wasn't convinced a
change in philosophy is necessary.
"We went a long way with the
philosophy we have. No matter
what philosophy you have, if the
players don't execute and carry
it out, the thing isn't going to
work," said Anderson, one of
six Bears who will be playing
for the NFC squad in the Pro
Bowl next month in Hawaii.
The college draft in April. is
next for the team.
Ditka has said the Bears will
look for a fleet wide receiver
and defensive linemen to replace
Hampton and Fred Washington,
killed in car accident last month.
The team plans to protect
three quarterbacks fro m the Plan
B free-agent pool, including
rookie Peter Tom Willis, who
thinks he might have a shot at
the starting job next season.
'Tm not saying I'm going to
start, but I'm going to work my
rear end off and come in here
with one thing in mind - and
that's to start," the rookie said
Monday.
Linebacker Mike Singletary,
the anchor of the team's sixthranked defense, promised the
Bears will do better next season.
"Next year, we will dominate," he said.

Eastern
• From page 12
inois and Northern Iowa - were
invited to join the MVC as associate members. The three universities have until Feb. 15 to
hand the MVC their decisions.
Eastern Athletic Director
Mike Ryan, who attended both
the November meeting in St.
Louis and last week's conven tion, said that last Monday afternoon, the MVC met with
Eastern, Western and UNI to
explain the associate membership.
"They presented ' some materials to us Monday afternoon and
decided that it should be a presidential item only," Ryan said,
"and that the presidents would
get together Tuesday afternoon,
which they did. We were expecting so methin g addressing the
topic a little more specifically.
"We will get together with our
coaches and go through the new

information that was presented
by the Valley and the total package presented by the MidContinent. We 're still looking at
the Feb. 15 date, but I really
think sometime the first week of
February we ' II have our minds
made up one way or the other."
Ryan said that although he
does have a personal preference
as to which league Eastern joins,
he will not reveal his choice
until after Eastern coaches
express their personal views.
"We'll have a meetin g on
Thursday, present the materials,
have a discussion , and th e n
we' II set a meeting date for the
following week where we' 11 sit
down and specifically have each
of the coaches say what they
prefer," Ryan said. "Then I will
get with (Eastern President Stan
Rives) the week of Jan . 28 with
our report."

U11~arty's
Today •••

BLT Cheeseburger
with Broccoli Soup ... $ 2.49

Lite Bottles $ 1

··-·rart'Y'Roo·m-s-·-------

Others $1.25

Now available for
Spring Semester
I 345-9066 or .348-80 18

•
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'The world's largest collegiate service organization"

first meeting: Tuesday, )an. 15
7-8:15 p.m. 212 Old Main
FOR MORE INFO 581-2426

Dogg1n' it
Panthers look for first road win against Sal
·By R.J. GERBER

Eastern vs. Southern Illinois

Sports editor

SHANNON THOMAS/Assoc. photo editor
Rod MtKinnis goes up for a shot during
practice Monday at Lant: Gym.

Southern Illinois will be the next stop for
the Panther basketball squad as the
Panthers try to net their first road victory of
the season in Carbondale against the
Missouri Valley Conference's Southern
Illinois Salukis at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The Salukis, 7-5 overall, lead the MVC
with a 2-0 league mark. Coach Rich Herrin
said that his squad has had its share of ups
and downs this season.
"We've had a lot of close ballgames,"
Herrin, in his sixth year at SIU, said. "We
are the only undefeated team in the conference, but we haven't played any conference
road games."
Herrin said that the Salukis have lost
some games to teams that maybe they
should have beaten. He added that he is
aware of the talent that Eastern possesses.
"Eastern has some very good shooters,"
Herrin said. "They have an excellent point
guard in Gerald Jones and we have great
respect for them. It should be a tough ballgame. Eastern has played a tough schedule."
The Salukis are led by two four-year lettermen. Senior guard Sterling Mahan (17.4
points per game) and senior forward Rick
Shipley (13.7 ppg and 8.9 rebounds per
game). The Salukis' other big gun is
sophomore center Ashraf Amaya, who
averages 13.8 ppg and 10 boards per con-

Player

Yr.

Pos.

Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

G
G

Ht.

Eastern
Gerald Jones
Steve Rowe
Steve Nicholson
Barry Johnson
Rod McKinnis

c
F
F

5-10
6-1
6-9
6-7
6-5

Southern
Sterling Mahan
Tyrone Bell
Ashraf Amaya
Kelvan Lawrence
Rick Shipley

Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.

G
G

c
F
F

6-2
6-3
6-9
6-4
6-6

test.
Eastern (5-6, 1-2) and 0-5 away from
Lantz Gym. enters the contest after a 72-62
loss at Mid-Continent Conference opponent Wisconsin-Green Bay Saturday. The
Salukis beat the Phoenix by six points in
the Old Style Classic in Chicago earlier
this season.
Panther coach Rick Samuels said that
UWGB and SIU play totally different
styles.
"It's going to be a hard game." the 11thyear Eastern head coach said. 'They (SIU)
are not similar to Green Bay. They're not
nearly as patient. They are more physical
and have better athletes."
Eastern is led by a quartet of players

who average double figures i
Senior point guard Jones le<!dS
with 14.8 ppg. Junior forwa
Johnson is netting 13.4 ppg and
8.1 rebounds per contest, whi
guard Steve Rowe is scoring at a
clip.
The fourth Panther to average
digits is junior forward Dave OI
ppg. Olson has been coming off
of late, making way for fellow ·
ward Rod McKinnis. Samuels
opposing teams were keying
who leads the Panthers in 3-poin
with 27 on the year.
Olson said that rebounding
key to the game against the Sal
average 41.5 per game. Eastern
38.6.
"We have to control the
boards," Olson said. "Hopefu
come out and play well. It's goi
tough game and we have to s
Mahan."
Rowe, the Panthers' defensive
doesn't know if he will draw the
offensive threat, but he agreed
that rebounding could be the diffe
"We have to block out and
ball," Rowe said. "We can't give
ond shots. We have to come o
hard and get a I 00 percent e
everyone."
Eastern gets back into Mid
action Saturday when it hosts

Mallory to succeed
Spack as assistant
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor
About one month after Eastern
linebackers coach Brock Spack
accepted an assistant position at
Purdue, Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo found Spack's replacement.
Mike Mallory, a former All-Big
Ten linebacker at Michigan and
son of Indiana head coach Bill
Mallory, was named linebackers
coach at Eastern.
Mallory, 28, was an assistant at
Kent State for the last three seasons, coaching linebackers in
1989-90 and the defensive line in
1988.
"Mike is a quality person who
comes from an outstanding football family," Spoo said. "In a

short time. he has been influenced
by a number of significant people
beginning with his father and
including the great winning tradition he experienced playing at
Michigan."
"In fact, when he was coming
out of Michigan we were interested in hiring him as a graduate
assistant, but it didn 'r work out
at the time. Now we have the
opportunity to hire him fulltime. We're delighted and fortunate that he has decided to join
us."
Mallory starred as a Wolverine,
earning a spot on the All-Big Ten
team in 1984 and 1985 and the
team's MVP award in 1984.
He was a two-time captain and

• Continued on page 11

Eastern must decide:
Mid-Continent or MVC
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

-

Both the Missouri Valley
Conference and the Mid-Continent
Conference have made their proposals. Now, Eastern must make its
decision.
Last Monday at the NCAA
Convention in Nashville. Tenn.,
Mid-Continent presidents voted in
favor of sponsoring a women's
athletic league. The unanimous
approval would turn the all-men's
conference into both a men's and
women's league, effective in June
of 1992.
Eastern 's women's athletics

currently participate in the
Gateway Conference. But in
November, the MVC presidents
voted to sponsor a women's
league, pulling seven of the 10
Gateway teams into the MVC.
Bradley, Drake, Indiana State,
Illinois State, Southern Illinois.
Southwest Missouri State and
Wichita State - schools whose
men's teams compete in the MVC
but whose women's teams participate in the Gateway Conference will move their women's teams to
the MVC.
The three other Gateway
schools - Eastern, Western Ill• Collfinued on page 11

THOM RAKESTRAW
Eastern wrestler Mike Wheatley grabs hold of his opponent in the Panthers loss against
Missouri State Sunday in Lant: Gym.

Grapplers invade SIU
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer
Eastern 's wrestling teams sets
to invade Southern IllinoisEdwardsville in a 7:30 p.m. meet
Tuesday.
The Panthers, who own a 3-2
record, are looking to rebound
from a disappointing 22-13 loss
against Southwest Missouri State
Sunday in Lantz Gym. Eastern
head coach Ralph McCausland
said that the team will definitely
come out wrestling with a more
aggressive style.
"We hope to have a lot more
offense than we did on Sunday,"
McCausland said. "The thing is. if

you don't have an offense you
don't score points, and if you
don't score points, you don't win."
McCausland said he doesn't
know a lot about Eastern 's opponent, but he does know that the
Cougars are back to their regular
lineup.
"Last time we wrestled them,
they were without part of their
lineup," McCausland said. "Their
lineup is set now, so it will be a
much different team than we
wrestled earlier this season."
Even though Southern is
wrestling at full strength.
McCausland said that his team is
still trying to recover from some
injuries. David Marlow is still

resting his sore ribs
be able to wrestle.
"Marlow is still i
Bob Johnson will not
the trip with us," M
said. The Panthers ha
at full strength all year
new injury to add to
!ems. Heavyweight Jo
down with bruised ri
questionable for the
McCausland said th
would like to see wh
team it has with a heal
and said he believes
take long to find out.
"Both Johnson and
be ready to go by the
McCausland said.

